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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Stdtistics

rotalamount: 
"(t-#)'

Curved surface area of t cone: trl

Surface area ofa sphae: 4rr2

Volumeofacon"=lor'h
3

Volume of a sphere = 4

3
tr'

Area of ttirrgle ABC :

Arc length : r0 , wherc d is in radians

Sector area = lr'r. *here d is in radians
)

labsinC
2

a b c

sinl sin.B sin C

a'=b'+c2 -2,bccns A

I*uem=ff

Standard deviation : IIr')'-t:7jJx'

f
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3

I By rounrting each number to I significant figure, estimate tle valr" o1 J 98t ill
342.5-142.5

Show your working clearly.

Answer t2)

2 Tiangle ABC is a right-angled triangle.

Given that two of its lenghs are 1 1 cm and 5 cm, find two possible lengths for the third side of the
triangle.

cm or .............. cm [2]

4E5N Math P1 2021 Prelim

Answer
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4

3 The frequency table below shows the number ofbooks read by a group of students in a month.

Number of books I 2 J 4 5 6

Number of students 9 4 x 8 6 5

(a) Write down the least possible value of x if the mode is 3.

(b) Find the largest value ofx ifthe median is 4.

Answer x = tll

4 (a) Express 3 780 as the product of its prime factors in index notation.

Answer 3 780 = ................................ tll

(b) The lowest cornmon multiple of 3 780 and integer t is 7 560.

The highest common factor of3 780 and irteger t is 60.

Answer k= ...................................-.-. l2l

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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Answer x : t1l

Find the smallest possible integer value of f.
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5

5 Make.r the subject of the given formula 1 =
v

v
2xx -l

Answer x = t3l

4E5N Math Pl 2OZl Prel:rn [Turn over
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6

6 Solve the pair ofgiven equations simultaneously.

?x-3y:13,
3x - 12y:42

v : .......................'.'......"..... t3l

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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7

7

The speed of gamma rays in air is approximately 2.983x1010 cnr,/s.

(e) Express this speed in metes per second. Give your answer in standard form.

Answer ......m/s [1]

(b) Calculate the time taken, in microseconds, for gamma rays to tr-avel 10 000 metres.

[micro : l0{ ]

Answer ........................................ ts l2l

8 An apartment is selling at $750 000.
There is a scheme where the buyer is required to pay a downpayment of 15%, the remaining of
which is a loan at a simple interest rate of 4.2Yo pet annum to be repaid in montlly instalmeuts
over 20 years.

Calculate the amount of each monthlv instalment.

t3l

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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8

9 For a regular polygon with n sides, the ratio ofthe size of an interior angle to its exterior angle is

7:2.

(a) Find the size of the interior angle.

Answer ' tll

O) Find the value of n.

Answer n = Lzl

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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9

10 A forest reserve of area 225lcn2 is represented by an area of 36 cm2 on a map.

(a) Given &at the scale of the map is I : z, find the value of z.

Answer n: ............ azl

(h) Find the actual distance, in kilometres, of a trail represented by 2.1 cm on the map.

Answer 1cn I1l

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim [Turn over
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11 In the diagram, O is the centre oftwo concentric circles.
X and I lie on the circumference of the smaller circle, while W and Z 1ie on the circumference of
the larger circle.
W and.fl ntersect at O.

Answer

t3l

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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12 ln the diagram, triangle XYZ is similar to triangle UXS.

X

U

20 cm

Given that US: UX:9 cm, XY: XZ: )0 cm and YZ = 12 cm, find the length of ,SL

cm

cmY

cm [3]

4E5N Math P I 2021 helim
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l2

13 (a) Sketch the graph of y =! or the axes below.
x

The point (1, l) is shown in the diagram.

Answer

o (1, 1)

O) Skerch the graph of y = J' on the axes below.

Indicate clearly where the graph intersects with the axes on your sketch.

Answer

.r
o

!" t2l

tll

x
o

v

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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14 The diagram shows a right-angled triangle OQR, tvherc OQ : 4 cm and P is a point on OX such
that OP - 3 cm and PR : 6 cm.

4cm

3cm P 6cm

Express as a fiaction in its simplest form,

(a) cos IQPR,

Answer t1l

O) tar, LPRQ,

Answer t1l

(c)
sinZPQR

stn IPRQ

l2l

o

o

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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15 The diagrarn shows a circle of radius 8 cm and centre O.

The tangent to the circle at T meets OA produced at R and OB produced at ,S.

The area of mino r sector OAB is 57 .5 c# , AR : 6 cm and B.S : 4 cm.

T s

cm
R

6cm

(a) Show that angle IOB is 1.797 radians.

Answer

8cm

o

12)

O) Calculate the shaded area.

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelkn

Answer cm2 121
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16 Jane had a box filled wittr 8 red pens, 4 blue pens and 6 green pens.
She took out nvo pens at random, one after the other, without replacement.

First pen Second pen

Red

Blue

Green

7
l'7

I
Red

l'7

8
Red

Blue Blue

l'7

Red

Green Blue

5 Green
l1

(a) Write down the value ofp and of q as a fraction in its simplest form.

Answer p :

4
9

2
9

Green6

E

4

O) Calculate the probability that

(i) one pen is blue and the other is green,

(ii) both pens are of different colours.

Answer t1l

121

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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17 The diagram below shows the sketch ofthe graph y : -i + px + q.

The graph cuts the.r-axis at points I and B(3, 0).
The graph also cuts the y-axis at point C.

The equation of the line of symmetry of the graph is x = -1.

(a) Write down the coordinates of the point l.

Awwer A(

O) Find the value of p and, of q.

x

) t1l

A

(c) Write down the coordinates of the point C.

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim

Answer C(.................., ...................) t1l
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18 Study the pattem below.

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure n

(a) Write down the values of a, D and c in Figure 11.

b

c :....................................... t2l

O) Write down an expression, in terms of n, for a in Figure n.

Answer a= ............ tll

(c) Explain why the value ofa is even for all integer values ofz.

Answer

t2l

4E5N Math P 1 2021 Prelim [Turn over
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19

18

D

The points l, B, E and D lie on the circle with certre O.

,BEC is a straight line and BF is a tangent to the circle at point B.

It is given that lC is parallel to BF, angle ABC = 90o and angle ACB = 34 .

Stating reasons clearly, calculate

(a) angle OBE,

Answer

O) argle DEB,

Answer

(c) angle BOD.

C

F

't2l

12)

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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20 The diagrarn shows the map of a garden in the shape of a quadrilateral IBCD.
The scale of the map is I cm to l0 m.

(a) Using a pair of compasses and ruler, construct

(i) the perpendicular bisector oflB, and tll
(ii) the angle bisector of angle ABC. tll

O) A statue ,S is located inside the garden ABCD such that it is 55 m from D and eguidistant
from I and 8.

Label the exact position ofS. 121

(c) A pine tree lis located bside the garden ABCD su,chthx it is equidistant from AB artd BC,
and equidistant from A and B.

Label the exact position ofZ t1l

D

C

B

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim [Turn over
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2l The diagram shows the speed-time graph ofan object over a period of40 seconds.

Speed

23

1l

10 28 40 Time, r (s)

(a) Calculate the deceleration ofthe object at r:35'

Answer

(b) Find the speed ofthe object at r = 18.

r/s'z []

4E5N Math Pl 2021Prclim

Answer n,ls [2]
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(c) On the axes in the answer space below, sketch the distance-time graph of the object and
indicate clearly, on the vertical axis, the distance travelled at t - 10, t = 28 and I : 40.

Answer

Distance (m)

t3l

I 0 28 40 Time (s)

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim [Turn over
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22 The cumulative frequency graph shows the distribution ofheights ofa sample of240 chil&en &om
ABC Primary School.

100 110 r20 130 140 150
Height (cm)

(a) Find the interquartile range.

Answer cm l2l

O) It is given that 15% of the students are taller than , cm.

Find the value of li.

240

200

160

120

80

40

0

ql

Q

4E5N Math Pl 2021Prelim
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23

(c) The height of 240 children from YYZ Primary School have a larger median and a smaller
standard deviation.

Describe how their cumulative fiequency curve will differ from ABC Primary School.

Answer

12)

4E5N Math Pl 2021 Prelim
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all your work you hand in'

Write in dark blue or black Pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs' . .

Do not use paper clips, highlighters, glue or conection fluid.

Answer all the questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer'

Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.

The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate'

lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give the

"ns*"'' 
i6 three 

"ignificint 
flgures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

For a use either your calculator value or 9.142, unless the question requires the answer in terms of z-
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Totalamount: 
"(t-*-)'

Curved surface area of a cone: wl

Surface area of a sphere = 4n2

Volume of a con 
"= 

!,in
3

Volume of a sphere : 4

l ,f

Area of lrizngle ABC :

Arc lenglt : r 0, where d is in radians

Sector area : 1
2
I 0, where d is in radians

1

,
ab sin C

a b c

sinl sinB sin C

a2=b2+C-2bccosA

Mean: Zr,tr

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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3

r (a)
.. 3x+4 5-x

27

I

simplitu (#)'(b)

Answer ............................................ t2l

, expressing your answer in positive index notation.

Answer ............................................ t2l

4E5N MathPZ 2021 Prelim Exam [Turu over
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4

(c)
)7

Express a + 

- 

as a single fraction in its simplest form.' 2x-3 2x'+ x-6

Answer .......t31

(d)
.) 24UV

Slmnlltu' ' 6uv - 3v'

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam

Answer t2l
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5

2 (a) ln the Venn diagram below, shade the region A' O B. tll

t2)

t1l

9

O) (i) Place the five numbers in their correct positions in the Venn diagram below.

35,45,51,60 and 76

Multiples of

: Multiples of3
B ples of 5

(ii) Use A, e, e, c or G to complete the statement | 51 _8.

Answer

€

BA

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam [Turn over
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6

J The diagram shows a solid prism lllCDEF whose cross section is an isosceles triangle.
It is given that lF :9 cm, BC = 15 cm and angle IFB = 36".

E

9cm

15 cm

AB
(a) Calculate the volume of the prism ABCDEF.

Answer

O) The prism is then melted and moulded into smaller spheres of radius 0.8 cm.
Johnny claims that there will be 166 spheres formed.

State, showing your calculations clearly, ifJohnny's claim is correct.

Answer

C

cm3 131

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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7

4 Estate E and Estate W arc 35lor apart.
Jason cycles at an average speed of x lm/h from Estate -E'to Estate tr
On his retum joumey, he cycles 4 km,1h faster.

(a) Write an expression, in terrns ofx, for the number ofhours

(i) Jason takes to cycle from Estate E t o Estzte W,

Answer

(ii) Jason takes to cycle from Estat€ WtoEstale E.

Answer

h tll

h Ii]

(b) Given that Jason completes the return journey 20 minutes faster, form an equation in.r,
and show that it reduces to I + 4x -420=0. t3l

(c) Solve the equation * + 4x - 42o= 0.

(d) Write down the time taken, in hours, for Jason to cycle from Estate E to Estate W.

h tll

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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s (a) Given rhar ? \( I 
'l : f ' -1, r,oa m",urue orx and ory.[t o/[-zyl \2x-7)'

Answer x =

t2l

O) Robert loves to eat Beef-burgers and Chicken-burgers.
The matrix, T, shows the total number of Beef-burgers and Chicken-burgers he

consumed in a particular week.

Beef Chicken
(S 3\ Mondayto Friday

T=r I

ft 2) Saturday and Sunday

(i) A Beef-burger has 300 calories and a Chicken-burger has 270 calories.

Represent these calories in a 2 x I column matrix C.

Answer C: t1l

(ii) (a) Evaluate the matrix N : TC.

Answer N : l2l

O) State what the elements in N represent.

Answer

v

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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(iii) (a) l)N

(b) Explain what the matrix A represents.

Evaluate the matrix l: ]tf

Answer A: tll

Answer

t1l

(iv) Robert hopes to reduce his total calories intake by 50% on weekdays and maintain
his total calories intake on weekend.

Using matrix multiplication, calculate the total amout of calories he should
consume in the following week.

Answer 12)

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam [Turn over
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10

The variables x andy are conaected by the equation 7 : I - 3x + 1.

Some corresponding values ofx andy are given in the table below.

x _J -2 I 0 1 2 J

v -17 K 3 I I 3 19

(a) Find the value offt.

Answer k= .......... tU

O) In the grid on page 11, draw the graph ofy:.t' - 3x * I for -3 <r < 3. 121

(c) Use your graph to solve f - 3x + I : 0.

Answer x : ............. or ............ or ............ [2]

(d) By drawing a mngent, find the gradient of the curve at x: -1.5.

Answer t2l

(e) (i) In the same grid, draw the graph of y : 3x - 1. tll

(iD Theliney=3I- I andthe curvey =l -3x+l can be used to solve t}re equation
l=ax+b.

Find the value ofa and of b.

Answer a

b = ...................................... l2l

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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12

P, Q, R and S are points on a triangular garden.

SRQ is a straight line.
It is given that PQ - 55 m, RQ: 40 m, PR = 35 m and angle ,lPlR : 50".

5m

40 m o
(a) Find

(i) the bearing of ,S from P,

Answer

(ii) angle PRQ,

Answer

(iii) the area of triangle PpR.

'tll

" t3l

35m

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam

Answer m2l2l
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(b) A gardener wants to make a shortest pathway from R to PQ.

Calculate the length of the pathway.

Answer ................................. ...... m [2]

(c) A tree of height 4 m was planted at R.

Find the geatest angle of elevation of the top of the tree when viewed from a point along
P8.

Answer ..........................................' [2]

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam

406
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8

t4

(a) The stem and leaf diagram below shows the marks obtained by 30 students in a Science
test marked out of 80 marks.

Kelr 2l3 means23 marks

(i) Find the median mark.

Answer tll

(ii) Explain why the mean may not be an appropriate average to be used to sumnurise
the marks obtained by these students.

Answer

t1l

(iii) A distinction is awarded to the top 30% of the students.

Find the minimum mark a student needs to score in order to achieve distinction.

Answer t1l

(iv) Find the standard deviation of the marks.

Answer t1l

(v) The standard deviation of the marks obtained by a second group of students who
took the same test was 9.85.

Use this information to comment on the marks obtained by the two groups of
students.

Answ*

I
2
3

4
5

6

7

8

22345678
0t12489
33333677
035566

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam

t1l
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(b) At the cashier counter of a shop, a customer may pay for his purchase by NETS
(electronic payment), credit card or cash.

The probability that a customff makes payment by NETS is ] and the probability that
J

payment is made by credit card is I .

4

l5

(i) Find the probability that a customer pays by cash.

Answer t1l

(ii) Two customers are paying for their purchases.

Find the probability that

(a) both customers pay by credit card,

Answer t1l

(b) no cash is used when they make their payments.

Answer t1l

(iii) Three customers are paying for their purchases.

Find the probability that the first cash transaction oceurs with the third customer
and not before.

......t2)

4E5N Math P2 2021 helim Exam
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t6

In the diagram, not drawn to scale, A, B, C, D and E are points on the circle.
CPE and BPD are straight lines.
It is given that DC = DE, atgle EPB = 104'and angle BAE:121'.

C

B

D

(a) Find angle BDE.

Answer

(b) Hence show tlat ar,gle DEC : 45".

(c) Prove that CE is the diameter ofthe circle.

Ans,qer

E

'tll
tll

t2t"

tzl

(d) Hence find angle CDB.

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam

Answer '[1]
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(e) Fhd angle -BEP.

(0 Explain why P cannot be the centre ofthe circle.

Answer 'tll

Answer

t21

G) It is further given that EP : 9 cm.

Find the length of DP.

cm [2]

4E5N Math P2 2021 helim Exam

Answer
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10 The equation ofthe line /r isx+4/:20.
The line cuts the x-axis at point I and the y-axis at point 8.

v

It

x

(a) Find the length of lB.

Awwer

A point C lies on the line /r such that it is equidistant from the coordinate axes'

O) Show that the coordinates of point C is (4, 4).

Awwer

o

units [3]

t2l

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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Another line /2, which is perpendicular to /r, passes through the origin O and intersects /r at P.
v

lz

B

h

(c) The product (gradient of AB) x (gradient of OP) : -1.

Use this information to find the equation of the line OP.

Answer

(d) Hence find the coordinates ofP.

Answer (

(e) State a pair of similar triaogles from the diagram.

x

t3l

t1l

) t2l

4E5N Math P2 2021 Prelim Exam
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1l Rebecca always travels by taxi to work.
To get a taxi, she has two options.
She can either flag down a taxi at the roadside, or book one via a mobile app.
The fare calculation for each option is as shown below.

Option 1: Flag down a taxi at the roadside.

Flag Down charge (First t ha or less) $3.20
1) Every 450 m thereafter or less up to 10 km
2) Every 350 m thereafter or less after l0 lmr
3 45 seconds of time or less

Monday Friday @xcept Public Holidays): 06 00 to 09 29
Monday - Sunday & Public Holidays : 1 8 00 to 23 5 9

s0.22

25% of metered
fare

Midnight to Before 05 59 50% of metered
fare

Waiting time refers to time during journey when vehicle is not moving due to
li or road co

lres ourc e s : www. cdgt axi. c om. s g/ride-with-u.s /faresl (modifi ed)l

Oution 2: Book a taxi via mobile app.

Fares are charged based on both the total distance travelled and the total time taken for the
joumey.

Base fare $2.80
Per Kiiometre fare (distance) $0.50
Per Minute fare time

Current Booking fee

$0.15

$3.30
Advance Booking fee (at least half an hour in advance) $8.00

#Tor every confrnned ride, minimum fare is $6.00
fres ourc e s : www. cd g axi. com. s g/nde-with-ns/faresl (modifi ed)]

For both options:
Rebecca works only on weekdays (Monday to Friday).
Her workplace is 17 km from home.
Her journey to work will take 25 minutes inclusive of 6 minutes of 'waiting' time
In order to reach her workplace on time, she needs to get into a taxi by 07 30.

For ootion 2 only:
As a regular user of the taxi services, Rob€cca holds a Loyalty card that will entitle her to a20%o

discount for fare exceeding $10.00, ifshe chooses Option 2.

PartnerlnLeaming
414
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2t

(a) How much does it cost Rebecca to favel by taxi to work on Monday if she chooses

Option l?

Answer $ t4)

(b) Rebecca is required to work on all weekdays in August 2021, including 9 August

National Day, which is a Public Holiday.

Suggest the minimum budget that Rebecca needs to set aside for transport to work in the

month of August 2021.
Show your workings clearly. t7l

Answer Work schedule for 2021

End of Paper
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Answer Key:
1. 60

2. 12.1,9.80

3. (a) 10

4. (a) 22x33 x 5 x7

y'+9

(b)

(b) t"2a

5

5.
r8

x= 2,y =-1

(a) 2.983x108 (b) 33.s

$4 887.50

(a) 140 (b) 9

(a) 250 000 (b) 5.2s

OW : OZ $adii of larger circle);
ZWOX = ZZOY (vert. opp. angies)

14.6

(a) (b)

OX = OY Gadii of smaller circle);
so LWOX = AZOY (SAS)

6.

1

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14. (a)

16, (a)

77. (")

(a)
(c)

18.

cxD *

)
5

(b) (c) I
5

4

9

rs. (a) a.s$\0: s7.si 0_ 57.5(2) _ _ 1.796875 = 1.797 radians (b) 24.4
8:

I3p:1's= i (ii) 104

r53

(-5, 0) (b) p: -7, q : ts (c) (0, 15)

a:132,b:11,c:l2l (b) n(n+l)
When n is odd, (n + 1) is even, product of rr(n + 1) is even.
When r is even, (n + 1) is odd, product ofn(n + 1) is stili even.
So for all values ofn, the value ofa is even. (shown)

(b) 124 (c) 112
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19. (a) 56
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20. a(i)

o)

2r. (a) r.92 (b) r 6.3 (c)

C

a(ii)

D

n. {a) 8 (b) 133

(c) The curve will be shifted to the right and it will be steeper.
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Answers to Paper 2:

t(a)x>-Z, (b) . t, 1.y -- Jt11-- . (d)2u-*". " 4a'b'. " (2x-3)(x+2) '' 3v

3 (a) 357 sm3, (b) claim is correct

4 (a)(i) - h, (ii) *= h, (c) 18.6 or-22.6, (d) I.88hoursa x+4
f3oo\ /2310\

5(a)x=5andy=1, O)ti)[ZZO), tiiXa)[A+0.,J, (ii)O)amountofca]oriesconsumedfor

'Monday to Friday' and 'Saturday and Sunday' respectively, (iiiXa) (a50), (lli)(b) averaee smount
ofcalories eonsumed per day in that week, (iv) 1995 calories

8(bxi) *, (iD(a) (itxb) i#, (rtl #

6(a)/r:-1, (c) x; -1.9 or 0.4 or 1.5, (d) 3.375, (e)(ii) a= 6ar.db=-2
7 (a)(i)230, (ii) 94.10, (tii) 698 m2, (b) 25.4 m, (c) 9.0"
8 (aXi) 58.5 marks, (ii) because there was an outlier of 18 marks, (iii) 66 marks, (iv) 13.2 marks,
(v) marks obtained by the second group of students was mor€ consistent because their SD was smaller

i
t6

9(a)59', (b)45o, (d)31", (e)31", (g'17.42cm,

1O (a) 20.6 units, (c) y = 4x, (d) P : (1 *, I 
nL), O eOt *d APo {or BoA and BPo, or BPO and

oPA)
lI (a) $17,20, (b)$323 [accept $323-$330]

2 (a) (bxi)

Multiples of

B ples of 5

(ii) 51 e B
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